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 Evolutionary models of psychopathology can shed light on gene-environment 
interactions. Differential susceptibility to the environment means that heritable traits can have 
positive or negative effects depending on environmental context. Thus, traits that increase risk 
for mental disorders when the environment is negative can be adaptive when the environment is 
positive. This model can be applied to borderline personality disorder (BPD), viewing predictors 
such as emotional dysregulation and impulsivity, as temperamental variations leading to negative 
effects in an unfavorable environment, but to positive effects in a favorable environment. This 
model may also be useful in conceptualizing the mechanisms of effective therapy for BPD.  
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Perspective: Differential Susceptibility to the Environment and Borderline Personality 
Disorder 
   
Basic Principles of Evolutionary Psychiatry 
 Since natural selection shapes mind and brain, evolutionary theory can make a major 
contribution to the understanding of the causes of psychopathology.1 The heritability of mental 
disorders, and of personality traits, has been strongly supported by the findings of behavior 
genetic research.2,3 Twin studies show that virtually all traits that affect behavior, emotion, and 
cognition have a genetic component that accounts for about half the variance in the outcome, 
while an environmental component accounts for the other half of the variance.2-4  
Traits that underlie variations in susceptibility to medical and psychiatric illnesses are 
also subject to natural selection.5 But selection does not necessarily remove these variations from 
the gene pool.  Moreover, not all heritable traits produce optimal outcomes, and some that are 
preserved in the population seem at first sight to be maladaptive. One explanation could be that 
these characteristics become problematic under one set of circumstances, but advantageous under 
another set of circumstances.6 In this model, traits associated with illness are not just markers for 
vulnerability: what is inherited is not necessarily susceptibility to disorder, but tendencies to 
respond to the environment in specific ways. Thus, depending on whether the rearing 
environment is stressful or supportive, personality trait variations can lead to positive or negative 
outcomes.7 
 One example concerns one of the most common of all mental illnesses, clinical 
depression. While severe depression is maladaptive, milder forms may not be, but can reflect an 
adaptive response to defeat that is associated with greater resilience.8 There may also be a link 
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between depression and other adaptive traits; for example, several studies suggest that mood 
disorders can be associated with higher levels of creativity.9-12 
Personality disorders provide an even better example. These conditions can be 
understood as pathological amplifications of normal variations in personality.13 For example, 
compulsive traits can be associated with persistence and reliability, and narcissistic traits can be 
associated with ambition and optimism.14 Thus, these traits can be adaptive under some 
circumstances, while a personality disorder can emerge from interactions with an adverse 
environment.15  
 
Differential Susceptibility to the Environment 
The social environment can have a significant influence on development. On the one 
hand, adverse environments, which are characterized by stressors such as child maltreatment, 
insensitive parenting or negative life events, are associated with a higher occurrence of mental 
health symptoms. On the other hand, positive environments, characterized by supportive and 
enriching experiences as well as by the absence of adversity, can be beneficial and are associated 
with a lower occurrence of mental health symptoms. 
According to Life history theory, biological traits such as growth rate, age, body size at 
sexual maturation, number of offspring, and length of lifespan are modeled by environmental 
conditions. At a psychosocial level, children raised in positive environments would see the world 
as safe, and thus pursue slower life history strategies, which include maturing and reproducing 
later and forming stable long-term relationships. Life history theory also suggests that a less 
optimal development resulting from adverse environments could also be adaptive from an 
evolutionary standpoint. Accordingly, children raised in adverse environments would see the 
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world as unpredictable, and thus pursue faster life history strategies, which include earlier 
maturation, sexual activity and reproduction.16-18 But faster life histories could also be 
maladaptive and associated with psychopathology (e.g., emotional dysregulation, impulsivity, 
lack of trustworthiness).19,20 In a similar manner, it has been suggested that the brain may be 
conditioned by an adverse environment early in life in such a way as to allow the individual to 
prepare and adapt to life-long stress or deprivation.21,22 However, the view that the environment 
alone can be considered as a single influence on the development of psychiatric disorders has 
shown its limits, and one must consider its interaction with individual factors. Indeed, individuals 
may vary in the degree to which they are influenced by the environment, and thus a person-
environment interactive framework may help to fully understand and integrate the associations 
between the environment, life history strategies, brain development and psychiatric disorders.   
Differential susceptibility to the environment23,24 is a construct that illuminates some of 
the mechanisms behind person-environment interactions in psychopathology. The theory has 
been proposed as an alternative to the well-known diathesis-stress framework.25 Indeed, the 
diathesis-stress model tends to be used in both clinical and research settings to explain 
interactions between environmental and individual characteristics and suggests that more 
“vulnerable” individuals will develop mental disorders when exposed to adverse environments, 
while more “resilient” individuals will remain healthy regardless of their environment (see 
Figure 1).25 In contrast, the differential susceptibility theory, based on evolutionary biology, 
proposes that “susceptible” individuals will do worse than average when exposed to an adverse 
environment, but better than average in a positive environment (see Figure 1).23 Thus, these 
individuals can be considered more malleable when exposed to both positive and adverse 
environmental influences, rather than only vulnerable to adverse environmental influences as the 
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diathesis-stress model suggests. Because the same genetic potential can lead to a positive or 
negative outcome, this theory helps explain why alleles associated with both high and low 
susceptibility to pathology are retained in the gene pool. Indeed, having children with varying 
levels of susceptibility to rearing influences within the same family would be expected to 
maximize reproductive fitness. On the one hand, in an adverse environment, resilient children 
will not reap the costs of the negative environment and thus maximize reproductive fitness 
within that environment. On the other hand, in a positive environment, more susceptible children 
will reap the most benefits from the environment, which will maximize reproductive fitness.26 As 
Simpson and Belsky27 (p. 109) point out: “…differential susceptibility could be adaptive… if a 
parent’s attempt to “prepare” his or her children for the future environment is mistaken due to 
inherent unpredictability of future conditions”. Using a similar theoretical model, Boyce and 
Ellis28 suggest that “biological sensitivity to context” is a variable trait that regulates stress 
reactivity.  
Empirical support for one or the other theoretical model can be obtained by careful 
examination and statistical testing of interaction patterns29-32 - which was not done before the 
differential susceptibility model was highlighted as an alternative to the diathesis-stress model. 
Thus, older research examining person-environment interactions operated on the assumption that 
statistical interactions supported a diathesis-stress model and were consequently not designed to 
rule out the differential susceptibility hypothesis. Indeed, a growing number of re-analyzes of 
previous studies on person-environment interactions initially conducted within a diathesis-stress 
framework now reveal the conditions under which there is support for the differential 
susceptibility models.23,33 
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The concept of differential susceptibility has gained momentum in recent years and has 
stimulated a body of research with much evidence that now supports its complementarity to the 
diathesis-stress model in understanding developmental psychopathology. Dozens of studies 
providing support for the model have been reviewed elsewhere.23,33,34 Examples are given here to 
provide an idea of the wide range of the evidence supporting the model. Some studies have 
focused on observable characteristics as susceptibility factors, the most studied being 
temperament, which represents individual differences in behavior-influencing traits that appear 
early and are relatively stable across situations and time.35-37 Specific temperament dimensions 
are studied (e.g., impulsivity, inhibitory control, activity level, negative emotionality, harm 
avoidance), as well as overarching temperament profile, which are a cluster of temperamental 
dimensions, the most commonly used being the easy and difficult temperament profiles;33 a child 
with a difficult temperament usually has irregular eating and sleeping daily routines, withdraws 
from people and novel stimuli, is inflexible to changes in the environment, has high intensity 
responses and an irritable mood.38 
Studies on interactions between temperament (both specific dimensions and overarching 
profiles) and the familial environment have showed support for differential susceptibility in the 
prediction of several developmental outcomes. For example, a longitudinal study examined 
interactions between impulsivity and coercive parenting (i.e., use of harsh physical and/or verbal 
discipline) and found that highly impulsive 6-year-old children were more vulnerable to high 
levels of coercive parenting than less impulsive children, but also benefited more from low levels 
of coercive parenting when predicting alcohol use at 15 years.39 Regarding overarching 
temperament profiles, a recent meta-analysis of research on the interaction between temperament 
and parenting practices within a differential susceptibility framework concluded that “children 
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with a more difficult temperament (compared with those with a more easy temperament) were 
more vulnerable to negative parenting, but also profited more from positive parenting, supporting 
the differential susceptibility model. Differences in susceptibility were expressed in externalizing 
and internalizing problems and in social and cognitive competence” (p. 216).40 Of note, and 
possibly relevant to prevention and intervention, environmental influences outside of the family 
were also found to interact with temperament, supporting differential susceptibility. For example, 
highly disinhibited 7-year-old children had high levels of mental health symptoms at 13 years 
when teacher-child closeness was lower, but also lower mental health symptoms than more 
inhibited children when teacher-child closeness was higher.41 
The same principle has been applied to other observable characteristics than 
temperament, notably perceptual sensitivity. Aron and Aron42 found that some individuals are 
unusually sensitive, not only to life experiences, but also to sensory input, which they refer to as 
sensory-processing sensitivity or more generally as high sensitive personality. Studies have 
found that this trait that can be both positive or negative depending on environmental factors,23,43 
suggesting that it could be a good indicator of susceptibility. 
Gene-environment interactions have also been an important focus in differential 
susceptibility research, with most research focusing on the serotonin transporter linked 
polymorphic region (5-HTTLPR) and the dopamine receptor D4 gene (DRD4). Once again, 
research has found interactions with the familial environment. For example, interactions 
supporting the differential susceptibility model were found between 5-HTTLPR and child 
maltreatment in the prediction of antisocial behaviors44 and between DRD4 and maternal 
positivity in the prediction of prosocial behavior.45 Genes can also be indicators of sensitivity to 
environmental influences outside of the family. For example, one study found an interaction 
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between peer behaviors and a genetic variation affecting the 5HTTLPR allele that supported the 
differential susceptibility model in the prediction of substance use.46 Another study found that an 
interaction between 5HTTLPR and racial discrimination predicted conduct problems, supporting 
differential susceptibility.47 Finally, a meta-analysis also found that carriers of risk genotypes 
benefit more from interventions changing the environment for the better than other individuals, 
providing experimental support for differential susceptibility.48 
A last type of susceptibility factor examined in differential susceptibility research is 
physiological reactivity, including cardiovascular reactivity, sympathetic nervous system 
reactivity and parasympathetic nervous system reactivity. With the familial environment, 
interactions supporting the differential susceptibility model have been found, for example, when 
looking at cortisol reactivity and stressful family life events in the prediction of externalizing 
problems49 and when looking at respiratory sinus arrhythmia reactivity and marital conflict in the 
prediction of externalizing problems.50With other environmental factors, a study supported 
differential susceptibility with an interaction between mean arterial pressure and the teacher-
child relationship in the prediction of mental health symptoms.41 
 
Relationship to Etiological Theories of BPD 
 The etiology of borderline personality disorder (BPD) has often been viewed as shaped 
by an adverse childhood environment. However, behavior genetic studies51,52 have shown that 
only half of the variance affecting an outcome of BPD is accounted for by environmental factors, 
and the other half of the variance affecting this disorder is heritable. This suggests that 
interactions between genes and the environment may account best for the pathways to BPD.53 
This model would parallel the model developed by Caspi and Moffit54 for antisocial behavior, 
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i.e., that neither genetic vulnerability nor environmental adversity alone are sufficient to produce 
pathology, but that a combination of both factors carries a significant risk. 
 The core trait underlying BPD is emotion dysregulation.55 In BPD, emotions are highly 
susceptible to the social environment, leading to sharp peaks of reactivity to adverse events, with 
a longer time needed to return to normal levels.55 This key feature of BPD has been shown to be 
heritable.2 Emotional dysregulation reflects unusually high levels of trait neuroticism, i.e., 
elevated reactivity to life events.13 But BPD patients do not necessarily react negatively to all 
events, and are most likely to do so when faced with trigger stimuli such as interpersonal 
rejection56,57 or shame.58 Since their lives are often marked by the choice of unstable attachment 
figures, this helps explain why BPD patients often describe their emotional life as a “roller 
coaster”.  
 The precise biological mechanisms behind the heritable vulnerability to BPD are 
unknown. Some of the possibilities under investigation include: variations in the activity of 
oxytocin levels that modulate the attachment system;59,60 dopaminergic regulation of reward 
systems related to positive emotionality, as well as serotonergic regulation of mood and 
impulsivity related to emotional dysregulation.61 Variations in the activity of all these 
neurotransmitters seem to be associated with differential susceptibility to the environment.7 
These theories, based mainly on neurotransmitter systems, may be too simple. Complex 
traits are not associated with single brain systems or single variations in neurochemistry, but with 
interactions between multiple systems.62 This is consistent with the finding that genome-wide 
association studies have generally reported variations of a very large number of alleles that are 
associated with most mental disorders.63 In BPD, while there have been many theories about its 
neurobiology, no biomarkers have been shown to have a consistent or specific relationship to the 
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disorder.64 In any case, biological mechanisms for vulnerability can only be understood in the 
context of gene-environment interactions.53 
 The literature on childhood adversity as a risk factor for BPD can also be understood as 
consistent with gene-environment interactions. The most common childhood adversities reported 
by BPD patients include dysfunctional families, sexual and/or physical abuse, and emotional 
neglect.65 However, none of these experiences, by themselves, predict the development of a 
mental disorder or a personality disorder. Even in the face of serious adversity, most children are 
resilient to adverse experiences. For example, it is rare for sibling pairs in which one has BPD to 
develop the same disorder (5% of cases), even when they experience the same problematic 
family environment.66,67 Instead, non-BPD siblings have a very different temperament, as 
measured by personality trait profiles. Once again, the explanation lies in gene-environment 
interactions. A review of studies that have specifically examined gene-environment interactions 
in BPD53 concluded that some evidence points to significant interactions between genes and 
environmental influences such as divorce/break-up, violent assault, sexual assault, and job loss. 
They also concluded that genes influencing borderline features increase the likelihood of being 
exposed to these adverse life events. 
 
Differential Susceptibility and the Traits Underlying BPD 
As previously described, the model of differential susceptibility to the environment 
differs from classical models of diathesis-stress.23,25 It hypothesizes a relationship between genes 
and environment that is not simply additive or subtractive, but one that determines how 
environmental factors shape pathological outcomes depending on an individual’s plasticity to the 
environment.  
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Many clinical features of BPD, such as severe mood instability and self-harm, are 
maladaptive. Moreover, BPD reduces fertility and seriously shortens the life span.68 One might 
therefore ask why this disorder has not been selected out of the population. But if the traits that 
put individuals at risk of developing BPD actually reflect differential susceptibility to the 
environment, they could lead to BPD in adverse environments, but also be adaptive in a positive 
environment. This differential susceptibility to environmental influences is highlighted by a 
metaphor differentiating between “orchid” and “dandelion” children.28,69 According to this 
metaphor, most children can, like dandelions, flourish in a wide range of environments. 
However, children with a trait that put them at risk for BPD are, like orchids, more dependent on 
their environment - they will not adapt when neglected, but they can flourish and surpass their 
peers when they have access to sufficient levels of psychological “nutrients”. This hypothesis has 
not yet been directly tested with BPD as an outcome, but it could be. 
Some traits associated with a higher risk of developing BPD or higher levels of BPD 
symptoms could lead to either positive or negative outcomes. A good example concerns 
emotional dysregulation. This core trait has been widely researched in BPD, using self-report 
scales70,71 and event-contingent recording methods providing a more immediate self-assessment 
of emotional response.72,73 But less attention has been paid to the possibility that higher levels of 
emotional reactivity, which is likely at the root of emotional dysregulation, can sometimes be 
helpful and adaptive. Thus, a highly reactive person could experience not only intense negative 
feelings, but also more positive emotions. For example, while emotional reactivity is associated 
with externalizing disorders, longitudinal studies show that it does not necessarily produce 
psychopathology.74 Moreover, people who are emotional and extraverted tend to be attractive to 
others.75 Interestingly, emotional reactivity is already seen early in development through 
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children’s temperament, with the temperament trait of negative emotionality representing a 
proneness to negative emotional experiences such as frustration, fear and shyness.76 
Developmental studies have shown that this temperament trait interacts with the environment, 
supporting differential susceptibility in the prediction of externalizing problems77 and executive 
function,78 which could be explained by an increase in the role of sensitive parenting and parent-
child mutuality for children high on negative emotionality. Indeed, it has been suggested that 
more skillful mothers may be more responsive to their child’s emotional cues and thus provide 
adequate guidance to support the development of their child’s regulatory skills.79 A parent-child 
relationship promoting self-regulatory capacity may be particularly consequential for children 
high on negative emotionality, with a particularly sensitive and responsive parenting style 
leading to superior developmental outcomes.77 As temperamental negative emotionality has 
already been shown to be associated with BPD,80 it could be tested as an early susceptibility 
factor for later BPD symptoms.  
Impulsivity, the second core trait behind BPD,81 manifested by self-harm, parasuicidal 
actions, and substance use, is the feature that brings most patients to clinical attention. It has also 
been shown that the environment has a key role to play in the expression of impulsivity, as BPD 
patients who experience multiple childhood adversities are more likely to have multiple 
impulsive suicide attempts.82 Yet variations in trait impulsivity could also be adaptive or 
maladaptive depending on circumstances. While it is often better to be cautious than impulsive, it 
is also possible to be over-cautious: a trait associated with a tendency to rapid action can be 
adaptive under the right circumstances. Consider, for example, the responses to danger expected 
from soldiers and police officers, in that effective work requires rapid action. In this case, the 
tendency for rapid action would be adaptive since the consequences of actions are properly 
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considered. Still, even when the consequences of one’s actions are not considered, impulsivity 
can be adaptive. Temperamental impulsivity has been shown to be a susceptibility factor in the 
prediction of externalizing behaviors, substance use and depressive symptoms.23,33 It has been 
suggested that impulsivity could act as a susceptibility factor because of the novelty-seeking 
tendency associated with this temperamental trait, which could lead to more developmental 
opportunities when there is proper guidance from meaningful adults.39 Thus, early impulsivity 
could be expected to have a similar interaction with the environment in the prediction of BPD 
symptoms.  
The third core characteristic of BPD, disturbed relationships, has traditionally been 
conceptualized as determined by the environment. However, it has been argued in recent years 
that this characteristic could be central to the disorder and have phenotypic origins.83 Some early 
individual characteristics have been suggested as predictors of the disturbed relationships 
phenotype, and include the serotonergic and dopaminergic systems, as well as distress-prone and 
more irritable temperaments.84 These characteristics need to be researched in the context of BPD 
as they could interact with the social environment in a differential susceptibility manner when 
predicting the disturbed relationships phenotype. 
The characteristics of people at risk for BPD have been described by evolutionary 
biologists as a "Hawk" temperamental phenotype, which is an overarching temperament profile 
characterized by a quick and impulsive approach, an expectation of reward, and tendencies 
toward irritability or frustration.85 This helps us understand why BPD patients are so often 
attracted to high-stimuli environments. However, the Hawk phenotype is also a marker for 
differential susceptibility; research shows that children with Hawk-like temperaments show both 
greater maladjustment with poor quality parenting environments but better psychological 
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adjustment with high quality parenting environments. Indeed, it was found that 4.6-year-old 
children high in the Hawk temperament profile increased more on aggression over 3 years than 
children low on the Hawk temperament profile when parental intrusive control was high, but 
increased less on aggression than low-Hawk temperament children when parental intrusive 
control was low. Similarly, high-Hawk temperament children increased more on depression than 
low-Hawk temperament children when sensitive parenting was low, but increased less on 
depression than low-Hawk temperament children when sensitive parenting was high.86 Other 
temperamental traits that have been shown to be associated with BPD and could be looked at as 
potential susceptibility factors in future research include activity level80 and harm avoidance.87  
While temperament and personality characteristics are most definitely potential 
susceptibility factors for BPD, gene-environment interactions have also been a focus in 
differential susceptibility research and could predict BPD symptoms. Indeed, gene-environment 
interactions have been found to predict BPD in some studies, although the differential 
susceptibility hypothesis was not tested. Genes interacting with the environment to predict BPD 
symptoms include the serotonin transporter gene (5-HTTLPR), the brain-derived neurotrophic 
factor gene (BDNF) and the catechol-O-methyltransferase gene (COMPT),88 which have been 
shown to interact with the environment in a differential susceptibility manner when predicting 
other developmental outcomes.23,34 Beyond temperament and personality traits, physiological 
reactivity is another interesting marker that could be studied. Notably, lower resting vagal tone 
has been suggested as a biological vulnerability factor for BPD symptoms because of its 
association with emotional dysregulation89,90 but could serve as a susceptibility factor, especially 
considering research on anxiety23 and aggression91 that supported the differential susceptibility 
model. 
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As can be seen, several personal characteristics could potentially act as susceptibility 
factors for BPD symptoms, making individuals at risk for BPD in adverse environments, but also 
making them more likely to experience better than average outcomes in positive environments. 
Indeed, the literature suggests that several temperament traits, including negative emotionality, 
impulsivity, the Hawk phenotype, activity level and harm avoidance, as well as genes and vagal 
tone, could be potential susceptibility factors for BPD. Within all the temperament traits 
identified, harm avoidance and negative emotionality have already been shown to interact with 
the environment in the prediction of BPD,87,92 but these interactions were not fully tested within 
a differential susceptibility framework.  
 
Testing the Proposed Hypotheses 
Since all the individual characteristics identified in the previous section have not been 
rigorously tested as susceptibility factors in interaction with the environment to predict BPD 
symptoms, research examining the differential susceptibility model with BPD is needed. As a 
first step, previous studies on person-environment interactions could be re-examined to see 
whether they potentially supported the differential susceptibility model.33 While this is a useful 
first step, this method is more liberal than what can be accomplished by fully analyzing one’s 
data, and thus studies examining the differential susceptibility model a priori would still be 
needed in a second step. When conducting studies examining differential susceptibility., 
traditional methodologies used to assess person-environment interactions remain relevant, 
although ideally one should choose an environmental measure representing the full range of 
environmental influence, from the negative to the positive. However, statistical analyses will 
differ, with traditional interaction tests have to be supplemented with additional analyses. 
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There are now specific guidelines to test for differential susceptibility using linear 
regressions to test interaction effects.93 These guidelines specify criteria for distinguishing 
diathesis-stress from differential susceptibility (see Figure 1). The main visual difference 
between interactions supporting either model concerns the presence or absence of a crossover 
point, which is a point in the interaction graph where the two regression lines intersect. Support 
for the diathesis-stress model is obtained when the individual characteristic is associated with the 
outcome and an ordinal interaction (i.e., without a crossover point; see Figure 1a) is found. In 
contrast, support for the differential susceptibility model is obtained when the individual 
characteristic is associated with the outcome and a disordinal interaction (i.e., with a crossover 
point; see Figure 1b) is found. Furthermore, for both models, the slope of the vulnerable or 
susceptible group (e.g., individuals high in impulsivity or negative emotionality) has to be 
significantly different from zero and significantly steeper than the slope of the non-vulnerable or 
susceptible group (e.g., those low in impulsivity or negative emotionality).  
While visual appraisal of the interaction was previously considered sufficient to 
determine whether the interaction is ordinal or disordinal, further statistical testing is now 
required to confirm the shape of the interaction. The option used in most studies is to conduct a 
region-of-significance analysis and the quantification of the proportion of the interaction 
representing a “for better” effect (see Roisman et al.30 and Del Giudice29 for details on this 
approach). More recently, the estimation of the crossover point and its confidence interval has 
been suggested,31 but it has been shown to be unreliable in small samples (n < 500).94 
Finally, an alternative to multiple regression is a model-fitting approach, where the differential 
susceptibility and diathesis-stress models are directly compared without first testing for 
significant interactions (see Belsky, Pluess & Widaman24 for details). 
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Clinical Implications for BPD Treatment 
Finding support for differential susceptibility in BPD would have implications for its 
clinical conceptualization. Indeed, differential susceptibility is normally used to predict 
continuous outcomes, i.e., levels of developmental problems or psychopathology. While BPD is 
currently clinically defined as the presence or absence of a set number of symptoms, the 
interaction between susceptibility factors and the environment would most likely predict the 
severity of BPD symptoms, ranging from absent to severe, and not the presence or absence of a 
BPD diagnosis. Indeed, it would make the most sense for levels of environmental adversity to be 
associated with varying levels of BPD symptom severity. Research on differential susceptibility 
and BPD would thus contribute to the definition of the etiology of BPD and to clarify the 
categorical-dimensional controversy.95 
Clarifying how individual characteristics interact with the environment to predict BPD 
symptomatology would allow the development of early prevention programs. As far as we know, 
pre-pubertal programs to prevent BPD have never been developed, in part because of a lack of 
research on the developmental risk and protective factors associated with BPD.96,97 Research on 
differential susceptibility would contribute to the identification of these early risk and protective 
factors. If with such research child temperament or early physiological reactivity is found to be 
associated with BPD when in an adverse familial environment, parenting or familial 
interventions could prove effective in reducing the negative effects of this environment, 
including BPD symptoms. Interventions in child care facilities or schools could also be 
beneficial since these environments have been shown to interact with temperament in predicting 
developmental outcomes,41,98-101 but their relative importance for such outcomes would need to 
be compared with the familial environment. Furthermore, identifying children more susceptible 
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to their environment and at risk for BPD would allow targeted interventions, which could be 
useful as universal prevention programs are not considered practical due to the low prevalence of 
BPD.96  
 The complexity of pathways to BPD shows both multifinality and equifinality.102 On the 
one hand, multifinality implies that different outcomes can result from a same starting point, and 
thus risk factors associated with BPD can lead to many different forms of psychopathology. On 
the other hand, equifinality implies that a common outcome can result from different starting 
points and thus patients who develop BPD can differ in the proportion of interacting genetic and 
environmental risk factors.  One cannot therefore assume that any risk factor must be present 
simply because it is frequently associated with a clinical diagnosis. 
In a clinical setting, keeping the principle of differential susceptibility to the environment 
in mind can be helpful to clinicians who aim to understand the life histories of these challenging 
patients. There has been an unfortunate tendency in psychiatry to blame families when BPD 
develops and to assume that BPD patients must have a history of childhood trauma. The idea that 
childhood trauma is the main cause of BPD has been influential in clinical settings because it is 
rather dramatic.103 Yet research shows that only a minority of BPD patients have experienced 
severe childhood trauma,65,103,104 and that the effect size of child abuse in relation to developing 
the disorder is small.105 BPD patients do experience deficits in parenting, but they can be subtle, 
sometimes involving a well-meaning parenting style that fails to understand a child’s emotional 
needs, leading to a failure to validate emotions.55,106 Furthermore, as we have seen, children 
raised in the same family are not concordant for BPD, even when exposed to similarly adverse 
parenting.66,67 Even if abuse or emotional neglect can be shown to be main effects in a trajectory 
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leading to BPD, this may mask interactions with temperamental factors that govern emotional 
reactions to the environment in individuals. 
An evolutionary model of BPD may also be helpful in understanding the mechanisms 
behind effective therapy. Currently, many treatment methods are based on techniques that 
modify environmental sensitivity by teaching patients to regulate their emotions.55 This 
approach, based on a differential susceptibility perspective,48 can encourage agency and 
counteract the tendency to attribute psychological problems exclusively to adverse 
circumstances. The key therapeutic task for BPD patients is to thicken their skin and modulate 
their reactions to current interpersonal events. While working on BPD patients’ susceptibility can 
be effective, adding an environmental component could also prove useful. Indeed, if a person-
environment interaction predicts the severity of BPD symptoms even after the disorder has been 
diagnosed, one could expect an improvement in the social environment to be associated with an 
improvement of BPD symptoms. Thus, the differential susceptibility hypothesis could potentially 
be an explanatory mechanism for the effectiveness of therapy. Indeed, therapy can influence the 
environment for the better in several ways. A trusting relation with a therapist can provide a safe 
environment, allowing the patient to work on improving the social environment, and in making 
better choices of partners and friends. The differential susceptibility theory could also influence 
therapists to think interactively about etiological or therapeutic factors instead of thinking in 
terms of univariate models. 
 
Important considerations for the differential susceptibility theory and concluding remarks 
Although person-environment interaction frameworks suggest that differences in 
developmental plasticity of behavior are related to genotype, plasticity itself is also influenced by 
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the environment. Indeed, plasticity is partly influenced by genes and each individual would have 
a pre-natally programmed plasticity, with more susceptible individuals presenting more 
plasticity. However, the degree to which an individual presents plasticity at a specific time in 
development will  be a function of the interaction between this pre-natally programmed plasticity 
and previous environmental influences.107 Thus, there might not only be individual variations in 
plasticity, but also developmental windows when certain individuals may show greater 
plasticity.34,108 
If plasticity can change across development, an important aspect to take into 
consideration is whether the person-environment interaction proposed here would remain or 
change across development. Our work showing that temperament likely acts as a susceptibility 
factor for externalizing behaviors in childhood also suggests that it may be a vulnerability factor 
supporting diathesis-stress in adolescence.33 Thus, examining the differential susceptibility 
hypothesis to explain the emergence of BPD would also require taking into consideration the 
developmental period studied. Therefore, and although evidence for differential susceptibility is 
accumulating, not all person-environment interactions are expected to follow this model. The 
goal of future research should thus not be proving differential susceptibility over diathesis-stress, 
but to identify in which circumstances each model applies. Thus, research will have to determine 
whether diathesis-stress or differential susceptibility best represent interactions between specific 
personal characteristics and social environments, in the prediction of specific developmental 
outcomes, and during specific developmental periods. 
Finally, as reviewed in this article, person-environment interactions can account for at 
least part of the development of BPD symptoms, and these interactions may follow a differential 
susceptibility pattern. However, this remains speculative given the lack of research on the 
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subject. Future psychiatric research addressing the diathesis-stress vs. differential susceptibility 
perspectives will increase our understanding of the etiology of BPD by determining whether 
early individual risk factors for BPD support the differential susceptibility model in a “for better 
and for worse” manner. In turn, this will help inform early prevention programs for BPD.  
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Figure 1. Graphical representation of (a) the diathesis-stress model and (b) the differential 
susceptibility model. The continuous line represents variations in mental health across 
environments for resilient traits, and the dashed line represents vulnerability or susceptibility 
traits. 
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